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Author Correction: The genome of Nautilus pompilius illuminates eye evolution and 
biomineralization
Yang Zhang   , Fan Mao, Huawei Mu, Minwei Huang   , Yongbo Bao, Lili Wang, Nai-Kei Wong, Shu Xiao   , He Dai, 
Zhiming Xiang, Mingli Ma, Yuanyan Xiong, Ziwei Zhang   , Lvping Zhang, Xiaoyuan Song, Fan Wang, Xiyu Mu, Jun Li, 
Haitao Ma, Yuehuan Zhang, Hongkun Zheng   , Oleg Simakov    and Ziniu Yu   

Correction to: Nature Ecology & Evolution https://doi.org/10.1038/s41559-021-01448-6, published online 10 May 2021.

In the version of this Article initially published, there was an omission in the Data availability statement. The statement has been 
amended to now include the following: “Gene annotation data have been deposited in the Genome Warehouse database of the Genome 
Sequence Archive (GSA) under accession no. GWHBECW00000000.”

The changes have been made to the online version the article.
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